
Why Choose Milesight
Customer chose Milesight product due to the product price and 
quality as well as the flexibility to communicate and send data to 
third party cloud system, i.e Azure. No limitation in terms of 
connectivity and data transfer.

About Iotra Digital Sdn Bhd

We are a pioneering Malaysian IoT start-up, dedicated to delivering personalized and cost-eective 
IoT solutions across industries. Our innovative approach aims to revolutionize businesses by 
integrating cuing-edge technology seamlessly.
“ “

Discover More about Milesight Product

Results

Increased Flexibility of 
Workspace and Scheduling

By using automated lighting control and 
automated air conditioning temperature 
monitoring, electricity usage can be 
minimized and space usage can be 
maximized depending on occupancy of work 
desks.

Beer and More Friendly Indoor 
Ambience 

By monitoring the key parameters in the 
oice environment, environment can be 
monitored continuously and processes can 
be improved. Also, the carbon eiciency 
values can be calculated by monitoring the 
key parameters and energy usage.

Improved Energy-saving and 
Cost Eiciency

Manual processes can be reduced to a 
minimum, i.e no need to switch on/o light in 
the oice, no manual adjustments of air 
conditioning system temperature, no manual 
checking of the pantry consumables or 
garbage bins are necessary.

Solution

The key expectation for the Smart IoT Oice is to leverage on technology to improve business processes and to maximize in collaboration by using the space and resources that contributes to 

a beer operational, energy eiciency, safety and security and potential environmental sustainability. It aims to concentrate on internal digital transformation restructuring their IT division and 

providing an intelligent ecosystem in a smart technology oice. 

The above diagram is the epitome of streamlined smart IoT oice management.  By harnessing the power of LoRaWAN®  technology, the interactions between devices and control center have The above diagram is the epitome of streamlined smart IoT oice management.  By harnessing the power of LoRaWAN®  technology, the interactions between devices and control center have 

changed from physical contact points into digital environments.

First, the solution goes to the upgrade of lights automation. By using Milesight product, they are, PIR and Light Sensor (WS202-915M) together with Smart Wall Switch (WS501-915M) and 

Smart Light Controller (WS558-915M) for automated lighting control and individualized desk light control, all lights in general oice becomes automation with automatic switch on/o depend-

ing on ambience condition (50%/75%/100% light ON/OFF). Besides, it also allows to customize and individualize desk light switch on/o based on desk occupancy to minimize electricity usage, 

owing to the power of AI Workplace Occupancy Sensor (VS121-915M) together with Smart Wall Switch (WS501-915M).

Then, to improve the indoor ambience, the system will automate the level detection and trigger on the garbage bins and pantry consumables (sugar, milk capsules, coee,etc.) to minimize Then, to improve the indoor ambience, the system will automate the level detection and trigger on the garbage bins and pantry consumables (sugar, milk capsules, coee,etc.) to minimize 

manual eort to check if the bins are full or the pantry consumables has diminished, by leveraging the intelligence of Ultrasonic Distance/Level Sensor (EM310-915M) for level monitoring.

Furthermore, for critical parameters monitoring, integrating Indoor Ambience Monitoring Sensor (AM308-915M), Weather Station Sensor (WTS506-915M) and IoT Controller (UC300) can help Furthermore, for critical parameters monitoring, integrating Indoor Ambience Monitoring Sensor (AM308-915M), Weather Station Sensor (WTS506-915M) and IoT Controller (UC300) can help 

automate meeting room facilities switch on/o depending on occupancy to streamline processes, and centralize air condition system control as well as monitoring of key parameters in the 

oice such as temperature, air quality, weather conditions, garden soil conditions, etc.
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Challenges

Redefining Traditional 
Workspaces

The traditional concept of work is changing. 
The plug and play setup of coworking 
spaces is proving to be a big draw among 
the new nomadic workforce. However, with 
the legacy layout, it is hard to revolutionize 
and change the traditional IoT oices into 

smart, eicient, and green ones.

Inadequate Space 
Area for Work

Schedule Inflexibility Problems with New 
Technology and Innovation

Background

The fast growth and transformation of the shipping industry in recent years have created a great need for eicient, innovative 

port infrastructure. Smart ports are designed to meet this need by leveraging the latest technologies to improve performance and 

optimize operations. One of the top ports in Malaysia confronts with the same situation, aspiring to be competitive, eicient, tech-

nology advanced and green as well. To drive the desired outcome, the first digital transformation is going through the oice and 

brings in smart IoT workplace.

Smart IoT Oice

Workplace Optimization Solution

Digital Transformation in Port

Milesight Drives Digital 
Transformation Initiatives 
to Smart Oice 

Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia

Milesight Helps to Improve Smart IoT Oice, Workplace Optimization Solution and Digital 

Transformation in Port

Milesight Partner

Iotra Digital Sdn Bhd
Location

Johor Bahru, Johor, 
Malaysia

Number of Devices Deployed

64 Unit of Milesight 
Sensors

Applications

Smart IoT Oice, Workplace Optimization 
Solution, Digital Transformation in Port
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